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ABSTRACT. The sodium chloride mineral waters from Harghita County, 

lasting tourism protection and capitalization. This study represents a 

continuation of the research and assessment of sodium chloride mineral water 

resources on the territory of the Transylvanian Depression, especially regarding 

the emergence of salt springs, which are not yet found in the scholarly literature. 

Therefore, Harghita County will be analysed this time, a county where certain 

researches have been done before. Field research can also be added to these, 

representing the only possibility to update the data regarding the existent salt 

springs. Locations with sodium chloride mineral waters which appear at the 

surface under the form of salt springs with a salinity exceeding 1 g/l, as compared 

to the ones specified, are Praid, Ocna de Jos, Ocna de Sus, Corund, Lueta, 

Mărtiniş, Mereşti and Cristuru Secuiesc. As far as the protection of these resources 

is concerned, the main debated problems are related to phenomena such as their 

clogging and desalination, which causes many sodium chloride mineral water 

springs to become ephemeral. Even if only a few locations are in Harghita County, 

these gather a lot of activities related to spa tourism especially Praid and Cristuru 

Secuiesc. 
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1. GENERAL ASPECTS REGARDING THE RESEARCH OF 

SODIUM CHLORIDE MINERAL WATER RESOURCES AND 

THEIR GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION  

The researches carried out during the last years, regarding the hydrosaline 

resources from the Transylvanian Depression, were based more on field research, 

since, until now, the inventory of all the salt waters that ever emerged and are 

found on the researched territory, have not yet been achieved.  

 One characteristic of the western part of Harghita County is the density of 

the emergence of salt waters. Either these are capitalized from the balneary point of 

view, or are set up as fountains and used by the locals. These were of great 

importance to the inhabitants of the area.   
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As far as the western part of Harghita County is concerned, belonging to 

the Transylvanian Depression, the reduced space made the research of all 23 

administrative-territorial units possible, to find potential up-to-date emergences of 

certain salt and sodium chloride mineral water resources.  

At present, there are 10 locations with sodium chloride mineral waters, 

which can be utterly outlined at Praid, Ocna de Sus, Ocna de Jos, Corund and 

Cristuru Secuiesc, to which a location with mineral waters of greater diversity is 

added, north of Odorheiu Secuiesc city, having a distinct character.  

An important region with salt waters is the one of Homoroadelor, where 

several fountains were built, in very good conditions, some well preserved, while 

others require investments so that they would not be desalinized. These can be 

found at: Lueta, Mereşti, Comăneşti, Mărtiniş and Sânpaul (Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Current state of sodium chloride mineral waters in Harghita County, in 2015 

 

No. Location Administrative territory Current state 

1. Praid PRAID salt springs & basin 

2. Ocna de Sus PRAID salt springs 

3. Ocna de Jos PRAID salt springs 

4. Corund CORUND salt springs & well 

5. Lueta LUETA salt springs & well 

6. Comăneşti MĂRTINIŞ salt springs 

7. Mărtiniş MĂRTINIŞ salt springs & well 

8. Sânpaul MĂRTINIŞ clogged salt springs 

9. Mereşti MEREŞTI salt springs & well 

10. Cristuru Secuiesc CRISTURU SECUIESC salt springs & basin 

11. Odorheiu Secuiesc ODORHEIU SECUIESC complex springs 

 

1.1.  Praid balneary and climatic spa resort 

It represents the main location with hydrosaline resources on the territory of 

Harghita County, but also the main rural settlement from the Transylvanian 

Depression, where tourism based on these resources is the best developed one. All 

types of water and salt resources can be found here: sodium chloride mineral waters, 

salt masifs, salt water basins and especially a salt mine of impressive dimensions.  

    The sodium chloride mineral waters are located especially in the southern 

area, where the Salt Hill is found and have a very high salinity of 250 g/l. Although 

a number of sodium chloride springs are present, only two of them are improved, 

while others display a high level of clogging.  

The salt water basins contain a very high volume of entrapped water, used 

especially for balneary purposes. Recently, the National Society of Salt, 

inaugurated a basin with sodium chloride mineral water, extended on a surface of   

1.942 m
2
, divided into two different sides, one for children, with a depth between 

60 and 120 cm, and another for adults, with a depth between 120 and 160 cm. The 

level of salinity in this basin drawing near to 220 g/l. 
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The Salt Hill, expanding on the southern side of the balneary and climatic 

spa resort, was submitted to modelling, both by the atmospheric rainfalls, which 

have contributed to the up-to-date appearance of salt, and also by the Corund 

River, which flowing through the southern part, led therefore to the formation of 

the only gorge found in the country, being dug into salt. (Fig. 1). 
 

 
      Fig. 1. Praid balneary and climatic spa resort. The Salt Hill 

The salt mine from Praid began to be capitalized touristically since 1960, 

inside the old mine, shaped in a trapezoidal system, called “Gheorghe Doja”, and in 

1980, it was organized for touristic and therapeutic activities, called the “horizon 50”, 

inside the former parallelipipedal halls of exploitation, that are presently functioning 

as well.  The ”horizon”, organized for visits and treatment is spread on a surface of 

9400 m
2
, and the manner of the touristic structure of the salt mine is well established, 

the entry is done by an exploitation bus, from the level of 497 m, until the point of 

entrance of the ”horizon 50”, with the level of 426 m. From this level, the descending 

is done on wooden stairs until the level of 402 m, where the arrival point is located. 

All these elements of the hydrosaline potential, emphasizes its great complexity, 

determining its value to be as great as the most important balneary resorts from the 

Transylvanian Depression, such as Sovata or Sibiului Salt Mine.  

 

1.2.  Ocna de Sus and Ocna de Jos 

Both settlements belong to Praid Commune, having toponyms connected to 

this “Sării” Land, related to the salt mining that occurred in this area since ancient 

times. Especially in Ocna de Sus locality, there are salt water springs in the region of 

the Salt Hill, some with an ephemeral nature, while others, due to clogging, have 

disappeared entirely.   
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1.3.  Corund 

A location better known for traditional pottery, but whose touristic offer 

also includes the sodium chloride mineral water resources from the northern side of 

the locality.  

The location where there is sodium chloride mineral water is symbolized 

by a fountain, placed at the entrance of the locality, from the direction of Praid, on 

the right side of the 13A National Road. The salinity of the water is quite high, 

having over 200 g/l, used mainly by the locals in their own households.  

 

1.4.  Cristuru Secuiesc – Baia Sărată (Soskut) 

Located in the southern part of Cristuru Secuiesc City, Baia Sărată 

represents a small touristic region, where due to the presence of a salt spring of 

high discharge, there was an attempt of establishing a resort of local interest. The 

water is used in this small base of treatment, during summer.  

During the past years, this spring was captured, establishing a modern salt 

water basin, with wooden platforms. The last samples of sodium chloride mineral 

water, taken in October 2014, indicated, at the surface of this basin, a salinity of 60 

g/l, indicating a high therapeutic value, which can be exploited in the future.  

 

1.5.  Lueta 

A former mining locality, know to the geographical literature as the oldest 

one for iron ore mining, used at the Vlăhița Plant. However, from local sources and 

other ancient writings, prove the existence of a sodium chloride mineral water 

emergence, developed, for over a century, as a fountain.   

Presently, this fountain is well maintained by the locals and the salt water 

with a salinity of 25 g/l is used only for housework. The place where this fountain 

is located, is the northern area of Lueta locality, at the entrance of the road from the 

direction of Vlăhiţa, the first street on the left, an easy access road for anyone who 

wants to use this own resource.    

 

1.6.  Mărtiniş 

On the territory of Mărtiniş Commune, the latest bibiographic information 

shows that sodium chloride mineral waters should be present in Comăneşti, 

Mărtiniş and Sânpaul villages. Therefore, from the latest researches conducted 

recently, in each one of these villages, the following situation was encountered.  

In Comăneşti, the saliferous area is located in the north-eastern area of the 

locality, where several salt pools appear in the landscape, due to anthropic 

excavations.  The purpose is primarily, the use of salt water within the households.   

In Mărtiniş, there is a very well maintained fountain, right in the middle of 

the locality, used by the locals, but also in the area, at the exit to County Road 131, 
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next to the football field, where the salt appears to date. In the past, in this area, the 

salt mines used to function on the surface.  

In Sânpaul, there is an area of fisheries, in the southern part of the locality. 

In the past, in this place there was a spring and a fountain of salt water, maintained 

by the locals, and after the arrangement of these lakes, the spring reached under the 

level of the lacustrian surfaces, being subsequently clogged and abandoned.    

 

1.7.  Mereşti 

It primarily represents a good example of the involvement of the locals in 

protecting and capitalizing a rare resource, such as salt waters, found on the 

territory of the locality. Therefore, a fountain was established in this place, from 

where the local population uses the sodium chloride mineral water in their 

households, this having a rather high level of salinity.   

 

Fig. 2. Teritorial distribution of salt waters in Harghita County. 

1.8.  Odorheiu Secuiesc – Băile Seiche (Szejke) 

Situated in the northern part of Odorheiu Secuiesc Municipality, at 

approximately 40 km, they have a distinctive character in comparison to the 

sodium chloride ones, being included in this study mainly to prove the diversity 

and complexity of the mineral springs from the western part of Harghita County, 

belonging to the Transylvanian Depression (Fig. 2). 

Their salinity is very low, the mineral waters here having different 

properties and qualities, with a complex mineral content.  

Currently, Băile Seiche are practically composed of three mineral springs, 

each one with its beneficial properties. The Seiche Spring waters, rich in carbon 

dioxide, are used to treat digestive affections, the waters of Orban Balazs Spring  
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are sulphurous, contain sodium and are carbonated, used in treating bladder 

affections, but also the digestive ones, and  The Third Spring, has an alkaline and 

carbonated water. The waters here are renowned especially for treating wounds and 

skin diseases, and those who come to these spa resorts for the beneficial effects of 

the springs, have at their disposal a swimming pool and 11 bath tubs in which they 

can take warm baths.   
 

2. PRAID BALNEARY AND CLIMATIC SPA RESORT, A POSITIVE 

EXAMPLE OF CAPITALIZATION OF THE HYDROSALIFEROUS 

POTENTIAL, THROUGH BALNEARY TOURISM AND 

AGROTOURISM   

Following a careful touristic evolution related to the hydrosaliferous 

resources from the past 10 years, the entire balneary and climatic spa resort, 

developed in a rural environment, had particularly positive aspects.   
Within the touristic evolution, a comparison has to be made between the 

period from before the year of 1990, when, following the fitting out of the 

swimming pool, the only base, Praid Hotel, plus a few homes that were made 

available to the tourists, by the locals, and the current period, when tourism here 

has taken other dimensions, by building more agro-touristic boarding houses and 

the fitting out of more individual households. Therefore, the recent records of the 

City Hall, indicate an estimated number of 110 freelancers, plus few other 

companies that practice agro-tourism.    

The element that lies at the essence of this fact is the capitalization of the 

touristic potential of the salt mine, in which ”horizon 50” is arranged as a base of 

treatment and recreation. The interest in this, determines the continuous flux of 

tourists throughout the entire year and more pronounced during the summer, when 

another purpose of the tourism industry is to capitalize the salt waters, through the 

swimming pool placed next to the salt mine. Out of the overall value of the 

touristic potential of 18 points, these two dimensions have a great importance, to 

which, in the discussed case, the touristic potential of the terrain is added, 

represented, in the southern area, by the Salt Hill and Corundului Gorge, the only 

ones dug in salt. Although it is declared to be a reservation, it is not introduced 

within the touristic circuit (Fig. 3).  

The state of preservation of the environment, especially the anthropic one, 

is improving through the achieved investments, the exception being given only by 

the current mining exploitation of the salt, with a negative aspect regarding the 

touristic landscape of this rural settlement. 

In organizing the touristic space of the rural settlement, it has to be kept in 

mind the fact that in this case, the entire incorporated area of the locality is enclosed 

within the analysis, because in the evolution of tourism, the accommodation facilities 

are uniformly spread throughout the entire touristic settlement, Therefore, there is not 

only one functional area, as it does in other cases.  
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Fig. 3. Praid balneary and climatic spa resorts. The dimensions of the 

touristic potential (adapted according to Ciangă, 1997). 

 

The fact that last year the salt water pool was already inaugurated, adds 

more to the summer season, when bathing can be practiced therapeutically. Outside 

this, the fundamental element is still the salt mine, with the annual number of 

visitors estimated at about 300 000.  

 

3. CRISTURU SECUIESC, A NEGATIVE EXAMPLE, WHERE 

BALNEARY TOURISM IS AT AN EARLY STAGE  

The first arrangements consisted of a small treatment center and a 

restaurant, then in the 80’s, a hotel was built up of approximately 100 places, 

quickly abandoned for various reasons and which was never used.   

From the current field situation, the manner of organization of this touristic 

arrangement with salt water can be observed. Provided that the old touristic 

facilities have remained in the central area, consisting of a salt water pool, the old 

restaurant, the abandoned hotel and the old treatment facility, recently demolished, 

in the southern part, 5 holiday houses were built, even before the year of 1990, 

used by certain categories of tourists. Recently, in the northern area, other 5 

modern holiday houses were constructed, used only by their owners. For the 

tourism industry in this area, the only important objective is the hotel built by a 

local investor, disposing of 40 places and a restaurant. In its northern side, a 

modern swimming pool was built, with fresh water, used extensively by the nearby 

residents, by tourists from other counties and especially from Hungary.    

In the future, another investor from Cristuru Secuiesc, seeks to achieve the 

completion of few redevelopment and modernization projects of the old abandoned 

hotel and the building of a modern treatment facility, on the site of the demolished 

one, therefore Baia Sărată could rejoin the circuit of balneary tourism with salt 

waters from Transylvania.  
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Unfortunately, on the spot, a lack of interest of the local authorities it is lately 

observed, which stopped any investment after the construction of that wooden basin 

of a reduced surface, and the lack of information, but especially of the promotion of 

this touristic location, situated on the administrative-territorial unit of Cristuru 

Secuiesc City, is incomprehensible, and it is not even on the website of the City Hall.   

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Compared to the other counties where the resources of chloride and 

sodium mineral waters were inventoried and thoroughly analysed, in Harghita 

County, although the analysed territory is much more reduced, a higher density of 

these type of waters can be noticed, but also of a higher quality, due to the manner 

they are capitalized, either touristically, or for the use of the locals.  

Provided that in Praid, Cristuru Secuiesc or Odorheiu Secuiesc, the most 

efficient capitalization of these hydrosaliferous resources is attempted, for touristic 

purposes, in the other locations, the sodium chloride mineral waters are captured 

and maintained under the form of well protected fountains, less exposed to exterior 

conditions, preserving a high level of salinity.    

The way in which the value of these resources is perceived, by the locals and 

the local authorities, is beneficial for the improvement of their equipping, so there 

would not be any more cases in which the sodium chloride mineral waters resources 

to just disappear from the landscape, being clogged after being abandoned.   
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